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Perhaps of all the books in the Old Testament Ecclesiastes possesses most interest. It is a human
document, a piece of the most unaffected autobiographies ever written, and the note of pessimism
gives it quite a modern interest. Its text, by the story, is the vanity of human desire, although its
precise lessons may be somewhat doubtful. Some read it as the words of a satiated cynic, others as
the last words of a penitent soul, others again as a symbolic manifesto in favour of the resurrection.
But this doubt as the exact purpose for which it was written detracts nothing from its value. If its
moral is not quite so clear as the moral of a modern novel, its artistic value is all the greater. For art
dues not submit to be chained down to illustrate some one idea. That which is true to life is as many
tongued as life, as profoundly mysterious as life, as infinitely varied as life, and he who knows life
best and represents it most truly is an interpreter of every passion which the soul feels, expresses
every desire that takes possession of a man, holds a mirror up to every school of thought. That is
what is done in the brief twelve chapters of this book, and that is why there are so many theories as
to its meaning. There is in this respect a very close analogy between art and religion arising from the
fact that both are an inspiration and an aspiration. Ask an artist for the secret of his power and he
cannot give it to you, nay more, he cannot quite understand you. Ask a poet how he has become
possessed of all his wealth of imagery, his aptness, his pettiness – the qualities that are indefinable
but which are nevertheless the life of poetry, and he will answer you as a poet has already
answered:
Demand of lilies, wherefore are they white
Extort his crimson secret from the rose
But ask not of the muse that she disclose
The meaning of her riddle of her night:
Somewhat of all things sealed and recondite
Save of the enigma of herself she knows.
Art is the spontaneous expression of joy within – even though the expression may be of a sorrowful
form. And he who has that jot tells of it in such a way that in its expression all men see their joys and
sorrows too. This is the divine man, the man who is not limited in his knowledge by his own
experience or by his own time or by his own atmosphere, but who sees so far down in human nature
that he speaks to all ages words of meaning and words of truth. That is the secret of our Christs and
our Shakespeares. In their works and words every age sees itself portrayed, every generation finds
something appropriate to itself. There is no historical atmosphere about them. No doubt to explain
many things about them, we must know the circumstances under which they lived, but the reason of
their immortality is that they dealt with passions, with aspirations, with characteristics that always
live in humanity and that always evidence themselves in some form or other. Only the inspired man
with an aspiration can do that. And as in essence religion is an inspiration and an aspiration, it, like
art, refuses to be individualised, refuses to be run into hard cast moulds. The desire to live earnestly
is in us, the standards by which to live are part of the common possessions of humanity, and when
we listen to the one and apply the other to our own lives we are religious in the only true sense of
the term.
Ecclesiastes, then, is immortal because of its artistic merit. We read it age after age and still find it
fresh, we read it in varying moods and for different impulses and always find in it something

appropriate, simply because it is artistic. It is the life story of a man who has ‘seen all the works that
are done under the sun’ in order to find out ‘what is that good for the sons of men which they
should do under the heaven all the days of their life.’ It is the old problem, old to us as individuals,
old to mankind as a race. Wherein lies happiness? What shall we do that the vicissitudes of life and
the uncertainties of death shall bring us no trouble and cause us no fear? What shall we do that we
may make the best of our existence?
To this eternal problem the author of this book contributes his life story. Who he was is uncertain.
Solomon he was not. He was probably born near Jerusalem about two centuries and a half before
Christ, at a time when Judaism was stirred with no keen life. The days of the prophets were past, the
expectation and excitement which preceded the dawn of the Christian era had not yet begun. He
was born in the trough of national life, when an unnatural calm preceding a time of peculiar activity
had settled over his co-patriot’s minds. But the condition of Judaism was not that of the world of
learning. Socrates, Plato and Aristotle’s life works had been accomplished and already the
philosophy of the schools of Athens and Alexandria concerned itself with problems of conduct rather
than with abstract speculations on being and knowing. It was the time of discussion as to how to live
well and it is very likely that the young Jew may have been interested through some channels or
other in this problem whilst still living at home. At any rate he went out into the world and must
have found his way to Alexandria. Here he tried to solve the riddle of his life by withholding from his
heart no joy. With monotonous but impressively tragic reiteration he declares it was all vanity and
vexation of spirit. The pleasures of eating and drinking went away from him, all the lusts of life failed
to satisfy him. Then did he pursue wisdom and seek after knowledge until his heart had great
experience in them, and yet again he had to confess ‘much wisdom is much grief; and he that
increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow.’ Nor could riches bring him permanent joy. It seems that
towards the close of his life he built houses and made great works. The works of his hands
prospered. But he had to leave all these things to a man who had not laboured therein. He could
carry nothing with him to his grave, and in the grave all men forget and are forgotten. What then,
did all these great works signify to him. They too were vanity and he had not yet found the thing
which man was to do all the days of his life and feel satisfied by doing it.
Besides, in his search for that ideal good he had observed the ways of the world, and they oppressed
him with a sense of despair as keen as that which had followed his attempt to find pleasure for
himself. “I saw under the sun the place of judgement, that wickedness was there, and the peace of
righteousness that iniquity was there.” On the side of the oppressor he saw power, on the side of
the deceitful, influence; and the poor and just had no ear for their complaints. Political, social and
moral iniquity was in the city and ruled the city. He saw behind the outward pomp and show of
authority and greatness, and in despair of ever finding justice he remembered his old days in the
fields by Jerusalem, when he toiled hard and before the quest of happiness in life weighed heavily
upon him, and he cried ‘The sleep of a labouring man is sweet.’ In these surroundings he was further
from happiness and good than when at home – and Alexandria was a centre of philosophy, of
culture, of civilization. Instead of giving him buoyancy, his high ideals weighed him down; instead of
making life more pleasant for him, they made it darker. Then Greek inspirations seem to have
affected him; to have given him the clue he had long been searching for. In his writings we find
traces of both the schools of Stoic and Epicurean philosophy. He was taught to look beyond his own
existence and his own experience for happiness. He gave up the quest for that good which brings
continual happiness to man, and the conditions of which are perfect social harmony. He was taught
to accept the iniquities of this world as but passing. Not purposeless blemishes, but as stages leading
through a series of epochs to a sufficient end. He attained to the Stoics conception of God, the
principle which created the world, which permeated all creation, and which in man was his reason

and inward guiding principle. He was convinced that the world was a continuous round of oft
repeated sameness – ‘The world’s great age begins anew, The golden days return.’ Yet despite this
pessimist science he reached an optimist philosophy ‘God and reason are identical, Therefore,, the
Stoic argued ’life in accordance with reason must be best suited to the constitution of the soul. And
such a life must be in accordance with virtue. Hence, this is the highest good, and happiness consists
in virtue.’ So at last the Jew has reached his haven, after much tossing, after seeking shelter in many
inhospitable ports. From his shelter, life is still a storm to him, but he sees a reason for the storm and
has come to regard calmly though not without emotion. Iniquity is still around him; the rich have still
wealth which they withhold from the poor; to the wicked man, it still happens according to the
deserts of the righteous, to the righteous according to the deserts of the wicked; peace still refuses
to come with knowledge; he still sees servants upon horses and princes walking as servants upon
earth. His ideals still remain far distant from the earth, and his general judgement ‘Vanity of vanities,
all is vanity is written in the last chapter. Yet despite it all, the preacher in his old age, has overcome
the fears of death and reconciled the anomalies of life for himself by the knowledge of God’s
presence in the universe. And so he ends his tale as a propagandist would begin his appeal ‘Fear God
and keep his commandments: for this is the whole duty of man. For God shall bring every work into
judgement, with every secret thing whether it be good or whether it be evil.’
Comment upon such a conclusion is all but superfluous. It is put here, as many who would write such
autobiographies would also put it – as the summing up of an experience not the ending of a
philosophy. The preacher says ‘this I know because I have lived it’, not ‘this I know because I have
thought it out’, and how can we get behind experience? This suggests two lines of thought neither of
which I can work out this morning. But they are of supreme importance to the Christian life and I
briefly indicate them. The first is, that the Christian life is a life of experience not of argument or
philosophy.
‘This do’ is our final appeal. For ages it has not been so. Salvation by faith has been preached, faith
being interpreted so that the process in plainer language may be called ‘Salvation by a stifling of
reason’. That salvation is impossible for the future. It is easy for people – people who can hardly be
called ignorant too – to delude themselves into beliefs to which when once attained they cling with
closest fondness. They fill up the beauties of life with their imagination, and gloss its hardships with
their dreams. Their only sanction for their belief is that it pleases them. They refuse to judge of its
truth by the ordinary methods of ascertaining what is true. They are afraid to think. That is an
attitude of mind which has already largely become impossible, and in a short time will be altogether
so.
Nor will the religion which one may get from philosophy help the future. At the present moment it
seems as though we were on the verge of a revival of metaphysical speculation. But it requires no
prophetic power to see that men cannot live by word chopping. Indeed, the metaphysics which at
the moment are most popular are those which have a body of ethical doctrine attached to them,
and which profess that as a simple corollary to their theories of knowing and being a system of
virtuous conduct must be drawn. How to live well must remain man’s supreme problem, and the
beliefs which enable him to solve that problem in accordance with those parts of his nature which
raise it must be the religion of the race. As to how we come by these beliefs, how man groping about
amongst a chaos of virtues and their opposites adopted the good and rejected the bad, I do not
intend to discuss this morning, but I am convinced that those rules which in our inmost heart we
recognise as divine, will in time be assimilated in men’s character and made permanent in the race
and become the universal standard of conduct, not by the method of ‘believe this and do,’ but of ‘do
and believe this.’ To experience we must appeal. And in making that appeal we can do as the

preacher did. Add nothing to the joys of life, subtract nothing from its sorrows, whilst we feel
humanly, we have a work to do in helping to raise mankind by thought and deed, and as we do that
work it will be our experience that joy follows it, not the joy of its result, not the joy of seeing things
prosper under our hands; but the far greater joy of having followed our better impulses and of
having given a voice to our purer aspirations. The man who has joy in his work is greater than he
who rejoices only in his wages, and we instinctively recognise that the work which brings us this
higher joy is our proper calling.
Do not let us mistake the joy that comes from work as that which comes from mere belief. The latter
is a hothouse plant. It is a form of intellectual slavery. It is not conditioned by any of the experiences
of life. It opens up no wider human relationships. A man may experience it, and yet as a human
being, as a citizen, as a member of a family, he may be utterly bad. The joy which comes from
conduct approved by what is called conscience is amplified by intellectual advancement because it is
conditioned by circumstances the nature of which can only be understood by the intellect. The one
is of this life, the other is not. The one becomes keener and stronger as a man becomes saner and
wiser; the other flickers and pales before the advance of knowledge and understanding. The one
creates and develops nobility of character and purity of aim and generosity of purpose; the other
hardens the soul, narrows the view and degrades aspiration. The one is tolerant, the other is
intolerant. Between the two is that gulf which will always be fired between that which sees clearly
and that which is blind.
It all comes to this then that work is faith, that to labour is to live, or to quote from Matthew
Arnold’s sonnet on immortality:
The energy of life may be
Kept on after the grave but not begun;
And he who flagged not in the earthly strife,
From strength to strength –only he
His soul will knit, and all his battles won.
Mounts, and that hardly, to eternal life. That the success of the wicked is only apparent, we shall be
when we experience the joy of doing the will of God as he speaks to us and we have been given
opportunity of obeying his voice. The wicked to whom is the place of the just will not believe that
perhaps we know ourselves that men who have spent a life in robbery and deceit, men who have
never blessed a fellow creature from love, and true blessing can only come from love – are honoured
in the state and respected amongst men. Our day can be described with as bitter language as the
writer by Ecclesiastes described his. But with him we can still say “Surely I know that it shall be well
for them that fear God, but it shall not be well with the wicked.” As I say the wicked will laugh at
this. And this is the second thought I throw out this morning and with it I conclude. The wicked who
is thus condemned cannot measure the weight of his condemnation. Even when a breach of the
moral law has as a counterpart a breach of some natural law, the punishment which inexorable
nature always metes out to him who has disobeyed her is often so long deferred as to cause the
wicked to trust that the wiles of man can overcome the processes of nature. That is a vain thrust.
The times of nature may be deferred but they certainly come. As surely as an evening’s wild
dissipation is succeeded by a morning’s torture, so surely is a ruthless policy rewarded by a time of
evil. He who sows the wind shall reap of the whirlwind, whether he admits it to himself or not. But
sometimes moral laws may be broken and nature not be outraged. Nay indeed it is pretty certain
that under certain circumstances the great natural law of the survival of the organism which must
readily adapt to itself, to its circumstances operates against man’s moral being.

He knows that one of the greatest dangers of the present time is to guard against the usurpation by
economic laws of a throne which ought to be occupied by a human principle. We have not
transcended such as adulteration of goods if not defended, at least excused because these well
economic reasons for them, and our moral natures have been bidden lie still except when economics
sanctioned their revolt. It is an obvious truth that the truer economics recognises ethics. Human life
cannot be analysed within the bounds of one manual written by one specialist any more than the
operations of nature can be explained fully and in detail by a physicist. Economic law does not more
satisfy the human being than does gravitation explain the solar system. ’They are all parts of one
stupendous whole’. And if these interests of producing and buying and selling which truly occupy the
most important part of nineteenth century attention be taken as the grandest aim of humanity; we
like Esau sacrifice our birthright for a mess – a miserable mess of pottage. The interests of this
century are subordinate – very much subordinate – in the higher interests of men. We were nearer
these higher interests in the thirteenth century than we are now. Not that we have retreated. We
had certain conquests to make and we have retired to make them. Once made they will enable us to
go further than was possible 600 years ago. Still, let us remember that present day civilization is to
be a means not an end. We are not in a time of moral enthusiasm but of material gain which may
however be turned to moral enthusiasm.
The highest morality joins man to a self which transcends his own, and makes him desire to sacrifice
personal advantage to secure gains for humanity. Then we see the force of this second observation
which we have made. The man who then stifles his moral nature – the voice of God within – receives
the worldly praise which is always a readily given chorus to success; he occupies the dizziest
pinnacles which the world has reserved for its most respected children; pens are busy telling of his
achievements in order that youth seeking for an example may adopt him as their guardian angel;
and when the time comes for him to die, he passes away amidst profuse professions of regret and is
laid in earth with every outward sign of popularity. Such spectacles are too common in our own day
to need much description. If these poor objects have succeeded in deluding themselves, they
imagine that Ecclesiastes contains nothing for them, but they have reached this calm at the expense
of what is best in them and having lost that best, they lose the sense of it. They are like the criminal
who is not ashamed of his crime but of his punishment. To every right thinking man the blemish on
the criminal is not that has been in jail but that he has done something justifying his being sent to
jail. So he who does wrong habitually is no judge of the severer sentence passed upon him. He does
not understand the meaning of being punished by losing a sense of evil. But who will deny that it is
the greatest punishment that any human being can have. it shuts him off from every pure aspiration
of the human heart, it gives him no part in the great joy of faithful men. It excommunicates him from
humanity. It means that he is fed on deceits, that he believes on fictions, that he labours for naught,
that his gods are ghosts. A writer has described hell as a place where men labour and there is no
reward tom their toil – where they sow and there is no harvest plant and there is no fruit, love and
there is no return of love. Such is this earth to the man who breaks the moral law for success. If he
cannot be convinced of his terrible punishment it is because he has not the capacity of knowing his
condition. But despite it all we know he is punished. In his riches no true man envies him for he is
poor, poor, very poor; in his success no just man respects him for he has been a heartrending failure.
Such is the lesson of the immortal work of this Jewish. I have said it is peculiarly modern in its
attitude and testimony. Life to us owing to a change in religious points of view and also owing to
certain economic crises through which we are passing, has lost much of its seeming value. But
depend upon it a generation will arise that will speak in the concluding words of this book. Through
us and our predecessors it will see the vanity of riches, the success of the wicked, the vain attempt
to bring happiness by an increase of knowledge of things, and from its own experience it will sound a

note of triumph over all. Let us, who do believe in good and right anticipate that question. Estimate
life at its lowest, ask of it no ideal uniformity of happiness, no perfect sequence of moral right and
worldly success classify all its apparent pleasures as actual varieties, and what then? You have not
robbed it of its keener deeper joys of doing that good which a man desires all the days of his life.
And that good is done from within, not from without. So then, throwing no false glories upon life,
investing it with no false metaphysic, completing it with no doubtful existence, the acts of living
make life worthy and these acts are not to be judged by their results in the mind of the majority of
men. That is not the trivial tribunal. That is the oracle which the feverish seeker after trifles goes.
Not the councils of experience. In Ecclesiastes the final and wisest words are said on the matter.
“Fear God and keep his commandments for this is the whole duty of man. For God shall bring every
work into judgement with every secret thing, whether it be good or whether it be evil.”

